
LIFE POINT
Jesus taught 

about giving to 
God.

MISSIONS EMPHASIS

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

LEADER BIBLE STUDY

LIVE IT OUT

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS

STUDY THE BIBLE

Franc, pound, euro, peso, dollar, yen, birr, ringgit—the list of the world’s 
currencies goes on and on. In fact, there are over 160 different currencies 
circulating today. The most traded currency in the world is the U.S. dollar 
with the euro being the second. The accumulation of money or the lack 
thereof has contributed to the rise and fall of many nations, not to mention 
individuals. It is no wonder Jesus mentions money so many times. 

As the Master Teacher, Jesus incorporated life experiences and tangible 
objects to teach people. One such teachable moment in the temple served 
as an object lesson for His disciples. While Jesus sat across from the temple 
treasury, He watched “how” people dropped money into the treasury. 

Although the treasury could refer to a room with some way to deposit 
the temple treasures and store them there, this treasury may have been 
1 of 13 trumpet-shaped collection boxes with narrow openings at the top 
for deposits. At the very least, temple offerings were hard to miss; on the 
other hand, one could make a show of his gift. Jesus observed that the rich 
deposited large sums. In contrast, a poor widow gave two small coins. In that 
culture the woman likely had no hope for a major reversal of fortune. Her 
two coins were lepta, the smallest coin in circulation. Together the two coins 
were worth only a fraction of a penny. 

At this point Jesus gathered His disciples for an object lesson. He 
called their attention to what had just happened in plain but hidden view. 
The woman’s gift was greater, literally, than all of the other gifts the people 
gave. Jesus explained that the others gave what they did not need, or out 
of their “leftover” money. He concluded for His disciples that although this 
widow was poor, she gave everything she had to live on. By doing so she 
committed her very livelihood, her survival, in trust to God.

Which is easier for you to give to God: money or time? Ask God to make 
you generous with all He has entrusted to you. 

JESUS TAUGHT ABOUT GIVING

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL 
LEARNING
Jesus loves people.

SCRIPTURE 
REFERENCE
Mark 12:41-44

WEEKLY VERSE
The woman gave all she 
had. Mark 12:44

UNIT VERSE
God sent Jesus to teach the 
good news. Luke 4:18

SUGGESTED FOR THE 
WEEK OF
March 29
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 › Pack Item 15: “Weekly 
Verses”

 › Teaching Picture 5

 › Music

 › Videos

 › Bible, rhythm 
instruments, several 
pairs of matching coins 
(one coin per child plus 
an additional pair), 
container with lid, sticky 
notes

 › Place the Weekly Verse 
marker in the Bible at 
Mark 12:44. Cover the 
coins on the Teaching 
Picture with sticky 
notes. Place one pair of 
coins in a container with 
a lid.

JESUS TAUGHT ABOUT GIVING
SUGGESTED TIME SCHEDULE

TRANSITION/GROUP TIME

BIBLE-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

GROUP TIME

BIBLE STORY

 ʹ Play instruments. Invite the boys and girls to choose an instrument. Play 
“All We Need to Know.” Guide the children to play the instruments as 
they sing along with the song. Ask them to trade instruments when the 
music stops. Start and stop the music at random intervals and replay.
 ʹ Shake and guess. Show the container and tell the children that there 
are coins inside. Pass the container around the circle. Guide each 
preschooler to shake the container and guess how many coins are in the 
container. Open it to show the two coins. 
 ʹ Tell the Bible story. Tell the preschoolers to listen for two coins in the 
Bible story. Open the Bible to Mark 12. Vary the inflection of your voice 
as you tell the Bible story in your own words. 

JESUS TAUGHT ABOUT GIVING
—Based on Mark 12:41-44

One day Jesus and His disciples were at the temple. Jesus was 
watching the people drop their money into the temple offering boxes.

He saw rich people put in a lot of money. The coins clanged loudly 
as they fell into the boxes.

Then a poor woman, whose husband had died, walked up to an 
offering box. Jesus watched her put two small coins into the box. Her 
coins made a soft jingle as they fell into the box.

Jesus told His disciples, “This poor woman gave two small coins. 
She gave more than all the other people.”

Jesus’ helpers did not understand what Jesus meant. Jesus 
explained that the rich people put in some of their money. The 
woman gave all of her money.

 ʹ Review the Bible story. Display the Teaching Picture. Invite each 
preschooler to guess what is under the sticky note. Remove the note 
and ask the following questions: “How many coins did the widow give? 
Who gave the most to God?”
 ʹ Say the Life Point. Distribute a coin to each preschooler. Challenge the 
boys and girls to stand and find another child who has a matching coin. 
Mention that Jesus loves people. He taught them about giving to God. 
Set the container on the floor, lid off. Ask partners to come and drop 
their coins in the container. As each pair drops the coins, repeat the Life 
Point together.
 ʹ Learn the Bible Verse. Open the Bible at the marker and read the verse. 
Guide the boys and girls to sit down. Lead them to say the verse with 
you. Instruct them to pop up ( jump up) when they say the word all.
 ʹ Wrap it up and pray. Show the “Jesus Taught About Giving” video. 
Remind the preschoolers that Jesus taught about giving to God. Lead 
the children in prayer. Ask God to help us love Him and give to Him. 

Decide when to 
have group time; 

then select learning 
activities to use before 

and/or after 
group time.
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SUGGESTED TIME SCHEDULE

TRANSITION/GROUP TIME

BIBLE-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

GROUP TIME

BIBLE STORY

 › Printables: “Coins” 

 › Kids Activity Page

 › Crayons, assorted coins, 
scissors

 › Teaching Picture 5 

 › Cardboard blocks, 
wooden blocks, people 
figures, cardboard box

 › Pack Item 15: “Weekly 
Verses” 

 › Bible, chip can or 
oatmeal box with lid, 
washable paint in bowls, 
spoons, paper, coins or 
plastic counting disks, 
marker 

 › Music

 › Clear containers with 
lids, coins, bells, beads, 
rice, purchased egg 
shakers and maracas, 
duct tape

MAKE COIN PATTERNS
Cut apart the coin pattern strips. Lay on a table with coins. 

 ʹ Assist each preschooler in completing the Kids Activity Page.
 ʹ Guide a preschooler to name the coins on one of the coin strips. 
 ʹ Challenge the preschooler to re-create the patterns on the strips or 
underneath the strips.
 ʹ Suggest preschoolers create other patterns for their friends to copy.
 ʹ Comment that Jesus taught about giving to God. Jesus told His disciples 
that a woman who only gave two coins gave more than others because 
she gave all she had. (Puzzles)

BUILD THE TEMPLE
Place the Teaching Picture inside the box.  

 ʹ Invite the preschoolers to open the box. Display the Teaching Picture. 
Explain that Jesus taught about giving to God. Mention that one day at 
the temple Jesus told His disciples that even though a woman only gave 
two coins, she gave all she had.
 ʹ Guide the preschoolers to build a temple with the blocks.
 ʹ Suggest they use the people figures to play out the Bible story in the 
temple they built. (Blocks)

PAINT IN A CAN
Place the marker in the Bible. Print the Weekly Verse on each paper. 

 ʹ Print a child’s name on paper. Help the child slide the paper inside the 
can so the paper lines the sides of the can. (Place the name side against 
the can’s sides.) 
 ʹ Spoon a small amount of paint in the can. Direct the preschooler to drop 
a few coins or disks in the can. Place the lid on the can.
 ʹ Guide the child to shake the can. Suggest she roll the can on the table 
or floor.
 ʹ Open the can. Remove the paper and look at the design. Set the paper 
aside to dry.
 ʹ Repeat the process with other preschoolers. 
 ʹ Invite a child to open the Bible at the marker. Read the verse. Remind 
the boys and girls that Jesus taught about giving to God. (Art)

PLAY SHAKERS
Place coins in a container. Place bells in another container, beads in 
another container, and rice in the final container. Seal lids with tape.

 ʹ Invite a preschooler to gently shake each container. Talk about the 
differences in sounds.
 ʹ Play “All We Need to Know.” Lead the children to shake the shakers with 
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LIFE POINT Jesus taught about giving to God.

 › Pack Items 18, 19: “Seek 
and Find Gameboard,” 
“Seek and Find Game 
Cards”

 › Coin or button

 › Pack Item 22: “Book: 
What Can I Learn?” 

 › Printables: “Unit 1 
Missions” 

 › Sticky notes, other 
available books about 
Jesus or missionaries

 › Pack Item 20: “Shape 
Puzzles”

 › Printables: “Jesus Taught 
About Giving” Coloring 
Page

 › Crayons

the music. Encourage them to sing with the song, too.
 ʹ Show the container with coins. Remark that Jesus taught about giving to 
God. Jesus told His disciples that the woman who gave two coins gave 
the most; she gave all she had.
 ʹ Sing other songs about God and Jesus as you play the various shakers. 
Or encourage the preschoolers to create their own songs. (Music) 

PLAY A GAME
Separate the game cards. 

 ʹ Invite a preschooler to choose a card. Instruct the children to look at the 
objects on the card and find the objects on the gameboard. 
 ʹ Suggest the boys and girls play a different way. Direct a child to toss a 
coin onto the gameboard. Tell preschoolers to search the game cards to 
find the object on which the coin landed. 
 ʹ Remind the children that Jesus taught about giving to God. Jesus told 
His helpers that the woman gave more than the others. Even though she 
only gave two coins, she gave all she had.
 ʹ Challenge older preschoolers to create other ways to use the 
gameboard and game cards to play a game. (Games)

READ A BOOK
Place sticky notes over the boxes with present-day pictures in the book.

 ʹ Read the book What Can I Learn? Guide the preschoolers to peek under 
the sticky notes to see the pictures.
 ʹ Comment that Jesus taught about giving to God. Explain that some of 
the money you give to the church goes to help missionaries tell other 
people about Jesus.
 ʹ Display the missions pictures. Talk about some of the ways the 
missionaries in Lesotho help people learn about Jesus. (Books)

COLOR A PICTURE
Cut apart the puzzle strips and the letter shapes. 

 ʹ Encourage the preschoolers to use the crayons to color the picture.
 ʹ Ask the boys and girls to name things they see in the picture and recall 
the Bible story.
 ʹ Lead the preschoolers to work the puzzles. Remind them that Jesus 
loves people. 

CLEAN UP
 ʹ Whisper specific cleanup tasks to each child. Encourage them to be as 
quiet as possible as they clean up. Thank them for working so quietly. 
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